Evaluation of a variable Y d from certain measured variable(s) X i (s), by making use of their system-specific-relationship (SSR), is generally referred as the indirect measurement. Naturally, the SSR may stand for a simple data-transformation process (
INTRODUCTION
The measurement, which needs to be accomplished through a theoretical process such as the below, is generally labeled as the indirect one: 
I
y d , but which should be an input to the 2 nd stage of the COCP) will even for purely random sources of errors in the estimates (x i 's) of X i 's be subject to: (i) systematic-error, and (ii) to the extent decided by the corresponding (1 st stage) SSR. That is, assessing (predicting) uncertainty in a result obtained via a COCP appeals difficult, but is defined the objective here.
In fact, an evaluation as Eq. 1 might be (for computational convenience and/ or for specific objectives) designed as a COCP. For example, in the case of determining a light element isotopic ratio (Y d ) by mass spectrometry (IRMS), the: X i (s) Y d (s) transformation is with the idea to avoid the reporting of results on non-corresponding scales 8 carried out via a COCP. That is, as recommended, 8 ,9 the input(s) for and the output(s) from an Eq. 1 representing the IRMS system are made to be subject to certain scale-conversions. However, it is generally difficult to ascertain whether the scale-conversion processes used there in IRMS really assure the purpose. However, the uncertainty-consideration here is believed to help crosscheck the pros and cons for involving any data-translation process (an Eq. 1 or a COCP) in a basically experimental study.
The work is organized as follows. First, we make a simplifying consideration of terminologies cum principles (section 2). Subsequently (section 3), we discuss our findings.
Here, it may be mentioned that a given SSR (an Eq. 1) is sometimes for convenience referred to by alone Y d , viz. "Y P = X J / 2" by "Y P ".
PRINCIPLES

Data Transformation Scale (DTS)
It may be pointed out that, by the behavior, an SSR is indistinguishable from a measuring device (MD). For example, as the response of an MD depends on the quantity being measured, 
Similarly an Eq. 1c / , which consists of N different SSRs (with: d, i = 1, 2 … N), will naturally have so many parameters ( 's) as N 2 . Of course, "N" is unity for cases represented by Eq. 1a
/ .
Yet, it should generally be possible to distinguish a given Eq. 1a / , in terms the characteristic rate . That is to say that Y P will (for a given change in X J ) vary at a rate different from that of Y Q , but the rate is in either case ever fixed. However, the response of Y R will be decided by X J itself. For illustration, let: X J = 0.1. Then, one can verify that: = -0.0202 (cf. Eq. 2). Now, say: X J = 1.1, which however yields: = 11.5238.
Further, it may be mentioned that uniformity-in-response stands generally as a useful criterion for recognizing an MD. In addition, the results of measuring a given quantity by two appropriate but different kinds of MDs should by and large be expected the same. However, the behavior of even alone the DTS as Y R (viz. depends on X J ) should suffice explaining why non-uniformity as a feature be better attributed to the DTS than to the MDs.
Uncertainty transfer via a DTS (an Eq. 1)
The signature for a relationship (Eq. 
Or, if all inputs (x i 's) are subject to a given uncertainty (
Here, it may also be pointed out that Eq. 2 defines (s) as the theoretical constant(s) for a given DTS, thereby enabling even a priori prediction of the uncertainty ( d ). Further, for a simple case as Eq. 1a / (d = i = N = 1), Eq. 3/ 4 reduces to:
It may be noted that neither the evaluation of the uncertainty d requires the knowledge of the u i -sources, nor can d vary depending on whether u i stands for random and/ or systematic causes.
Further, Eq. 3 should stand exact for all cases represented by linear SSRs only. 7 However, as the factors of "(u i ) P , with: P 2" or so are ignored 7 in Eq. 3, the uncertainty ( d ) corresponding to a non-linear DTS (and for finite u i (s)) might in reality vary from that given by Eq. 3. Nevertheless, the experiments are always so designed that: u i zero. Therefore, Eq. 3 should also suffice explaining the non-linear cases. In support, we offer the evaluation below. hence R , will vary with X J ( R = 11.5238u J = 0.5762%, cf. Eq. 3a).
u i (s) d via a COCP: stage-wise uncertainty factors (UFs)
Suppose that the parameter III Y d of an arbitrary system is determined via a COCP as:
where the prefix as "I" refers to the stage-number, and α is a constant. Clearly, the desired 
the factors as F J , F K and F L be all unity, and/ or that the uncertainty-factors (UFs) be decided by the stage-related 's only(cf. Eq. 7c below). Clearly, even then, no trend as either:
, or so, should stand for a general fact.
COCP SYSTEMS: VERIFICATION OF THE UNCERTAINTY THEORY
The arbitrary COCP system as Eqs. 5-5b
Whether our treatment above is correct or not can be ascertained provided the system-specific 0.5002 Table 1) , which is satisfied in the present case (as: J / K = 0.6). Over and above, the uncertainty factor has also the value as predicted: 
However, if: 
, is a confirmation that even a linear DTS may cause its output to vary by accuracy from its input.
Standard free energy (Y G ) of micellization
The free energy of mecellization Y G was evaluated 2 via the critical concentration (Y C ) as:
and,
where X i 's stand for relevant experimental variables, R for the gas constant, T for absolute temperature, and V 0 is a constant of reaction medium.
However we enquire whether Y G , which was obtained as a function of Y C alone, is exactly as accurate as the estimate (y C ) of Y C . We therefore work out the parameters of the COCP-system
here, and present them in Nevertheless, that the predictions (Table 1) 
Rate constants (Y F , Y D and X J ) for an enzyme (E) catalyzed reactions of myoglobin (S)
The reaction rate constant (X J ), and some other parameters (X K , X L , and X M ), were obtained 3 by experiments-cum-curve-fitting. However, the formation constant (Y F ) and the dissociation constant (Y D ) of the ES complex were evaluated 3 as: Table 1 for the DTS-specific predicted parameters) for: (i) not alone "X J " but X K and X L as the measured variables, and (ii)
. We, of course, also clarify below the implications for both X K and X L to be the constants. The present system (Eqs. 9-9a) could, if the number N of experimental variables (X i 's) is any yardstick, be considered analogous to the COCP case (Eqs. 8-8a) above. However it should be noted that the features of the 1 st stage process as Eq. 9 are predicted to be, unlike those for Eq. 8, independent of X i 's (i.e. = 1, with: i = J, K and L, cf. = (-J + K + L ), i.e. if and when: J = ( K + L ), the result should be absolutely accurate. In fact, it can be seen that a data-set of the type " 
Eq. 9a / clarifies that the dissociation constant (Y D ) is governed though differently by the same set of experimental variables (X J , X K , and X L ) which define the formation constant (Y F ). That is,
, the uncertainty D can also be independently evaluated as:
It may in fact be pointed out that, in 
could be shown that the set no. , it may here again be emphasized, is independent of X i 's.
Simultaneous determination of carbon and oxygen isotopic abundance ratios as
The constituent 13 
where the prefixes S, A and D refer to the sample CO 2 , an auxiliary-reference CO 2 and a desiredreference CO 2 , respectively; and Eq. 11 or even Eq. 13 represents 2-3 independent relationships. However, Eq. 12 is generally referred [10] [11] [12] to the following set of relationships: Similarly: Table 2 . The case of the somewhat involved process as Eq. 12 is even elaborated in APPENDIX 1. However, as clarified (cf. Table 2 and Appendix 1), the characteristics of all the SSRs (Eqs. 10-13) will vary with the measured variables and the constants as well. Thus, it may be noted that the numerical values of 's in Table 2 Table 2 could be read as "u i (i = J, K, or α)", e.g.: What may however be worth pointing out is that, even for a given input-uncertainty (u i = G u, have reported the measured data, and hence the results, on their independently collected samples, as those described by the example nos. 1 and 2, respectively, in Table 3 . Then, it may be noted that the measured data, e.g. Now, it may also be noted, the example no. 6 (with: α = 0.53) in Table 3 is different from the example no. 0 (with: α = 0.50) only for α. However, the variation is significant ( α = 6% 
CONCLUSIONS
It is above shown how, in the case of an indirect measurement system represented specifically by a COCP (viz.: Further, the theoretical tool as an SSR is clarified to behave like a physical measuring device (MD), and hence is also referred to above as a data transformation scale (DTS 
where: C J1 = 1, C J2 = 2, and C J = 1 (cf. Eq.12a);
, C K3 = 2, and C K = 1 (cf. Eq. 12b); and:
and: N αα = ( C α / Q), then it could be shown that: 
, and: 
